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ABSTRACT: The relationship between the environmental behaviour of a person and the social context is analyzed in 

this essay. The authors begin with the premise that environmental activity has both a global and national dimension, 

based on social movement and world social literature. To test their theories and differentiate two behaviours: public and 

private, they use the 2000/1 ISSP environment survey. Public activity requires behaviours such as taking part in a 

demonstration; acts such as waste separation consist of private behaviour. The authors recognize linkages to global 

culture, national political opportunity systems and resources at the contextual level. A hierarchical regression model 

that involves 23 countries and approximately 24,000 respondents’ shows that public behaviour across countries is very 

similar, whereas local contexts affect private behaviour more strongly. As for the contextual variables, political 

incentive systems, accompanied by capital, have the greatest effect on both behaviours. Extra perspectives are provided 

by world societal influences. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Environmental issues have become increasingly global, with the most famous example being climate change. 

Environmental groups such as Greenpeace are therefore working internationally and calling on weapons rings in many 

countries at the same time. Individuals are thus subjected to similar messages across the globe [1]. However, individual 

acts are still rooted in a narrower cultural sense, such as the region or country of the individual. Therefore, while 

actions may concentrate on remote areas such as Antarctica or rainforests, local resources and constraints often 

influence the frequency and prevalence of such behaviours. Therefore, research on environmental actions needs to take 

into account both global and local contexts. Within the study on world culture, the effect of global ideas on 

organisations and individual behaviour is studied. World societal study techniques have been extended to the 
development of national parks and memberships in environmental organisations and also to the inclusion of 

environmentalism in school textbooks as far as environmental subjects are concerned [2]. However, behaviour, and 

particularly environmental behaviour, has been less frequently studied in this context. 

Within social movement literature and its emphasis on political opportunity systems and resources, the national and 

more local sense of social behaviour is often considered. This paradigm has often been applied to environmental social 

movements and related topics, but these studies did not include international ties in their explanatory models. Theories 

of international culture and social revolution understand two complementary dimensions of social life: global forces 

and national possibilities and limitations [3]. There are, however, only a few studies applying both assumptions to 

actions in the environment. Thus, by combining global culture and social movement theories, this article contributes 

first to social theory, and second to empirical research on environmental behaviour. To this end, we examine the data 

set gathered by the International Social Survey Program (ISSP) between 2000 and 2002 on environmental attitudes and 

actions in 23 countries[4]. 
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 Environmental Behavior:  

In many different ways, environmental behaviour has been observed. Stern defines three distinct forms: first, 

environmental activism, such as highly active involvement in social movements; second, the actions of non-activists in 

the public sector, such as signing petitions and engaging in demonstrations; and third, behaviour in the private sphere, 

such as purchasing certain goods and making a house more energy efficient. Other scholars, such as Hunter et al. and 

Rice, have applied similar classifications. In polls of the general public, the theoretically consistent distinction between 

strong advocacy, public conduct of non-activists and private actions cannot always be repeated [5]. For example, the 

1993 ISSP survey's Hunter et.al review results in only two dimensions: private conduct and public conduct, with the 

latter covering both activism and the conduct of non-activists in the public sphere. Given these findings from previous 

ISSP data studies, we restrict our study to public and private activity as used by Hunter et.al. Nevertheless, the 

distinction between these two behaviours helps one to research whether and how influences related to world societal 

and social movements affect various behaviours[6]. 

 World Society:  

The study of global society considers the global network of governmental institutions, non-governmental organisations 

and international treaties to be a carrier of ideas, wealth and influence affecting actors around the world. It illustrates 
the global nature of concepts, their diffusion and the resulting homogenization of systems and organisations. Study 

using this method has shown effectively how concepts in different fields such as science and education are transmitted 

worldwide. It has also been used to discuss environmental concerns, such as the establishment of national parks and the 

introduction of environmentalism in textbooks. Ecology can, in reality, be considered one of the most defined norms in 

world culture as well as a major objective and priority of international non-governmental organisations and 

transnational social movements. A neo-institutional method is the thesis of world culture. The central presumption of 

human actions, therefore, is that organisations constitute some activity. Furthermore, with an emphasis on global 

structures, the thesis of world culture argues that the local actions of individuals are affected by global ideas. Frank et 

al. have shown that the number of parks created and the number of members of national environmental organisations 

are highly affected by the involvement of foreign organisations in a given country and the prevalence of ties to global 

society[7][8]. 

 Individual Level:  

For environmental behaviour, human characteristics and inclinations are also important. However, the main emphasis 

of this article is on contextual effects and we, thus, only quite briefly outline which micro-level variables are commonly 

used. We differentiate between socio-demographic factors, behaviours, values and beliefs in this way. The theories of 

social movement and the thesis of global society consider similar socio-demographic indicators. Well-educated people, 
younger cohorts, and those with higher incomes are more often active in modern social movements and more exposed 

to the values of world culture as well. Furthermore, those who prefer left-wing parties are more likely to partake in 

social movements. In addition to these indicators, the biographical availability assumption takes into account 

discrepancies between men and women, as well as barriers to being engaged, such as having children, working full-

time and being married[9]. 

Environmental research on behaviour that takes knowledge, values, attitudes and beliefs into account is also based on 

the expected behaviour of Ajzen, the VBN schema of Stern and the post-materialism theory of Inglehart. In a nutshell, 

these theories assume that different beliefs and attitudes affect environmental behaviour, but also accept that variables 

such as context and associated behaviours form the behaviour of a person. A detailed collection of context variables 

and different questions relevant to these hypotheses are included in ISSP and have been used effectively in research. 

We provide all relevant individual-level features as controls, based on this previous study. Our implicit hypothesis is 

that, in the global and local sense, individual behaviours, values, beliefs and socio-demographics have an independent 

influence. The findings are presented only quite briefly and with an emphasis on the issue of what role human, national 

and global variables play in environmental behaviour[10]. 
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II. CONCLUSION 

This paper is motivated by the concept of applying theories of global culture and social movement to environmental 

actions and examining the degree to which human, national and global features matter. For this reason, two types of 

environmental conduct, public and private conduct, were analyzed using a 23-country sample from the 2000/1 ISSP 

Environment II results. Firstly, the global nature of environmental behaviour is expressed in the finding that public 

behaviour across all 23 countries is very similar. This behavioral homogeneity underscores the concept that there is a 

global idea of what constitutes adequate environmentally sustainable actions, considering that environmental 

conservation is one of the most developed priorities within the global community. On the other hand, private conduct 

varies to a greater degree across countries and is more deeply affected by the national context. This distinction between 

the two behaviours relates to Brechin's finding that local environmental issues vary from country to country, while 

concerns about the global state of the environment are very similar. We may point to a global trend of public conduct 

and advocacy, and to private activities like recycling that are nationally oriented. 

A second aspect that underlines the significance of the global world is that environmental behaviour is positively 

affected by ties to world society. It is helpful, however, to differentiate between governmental and non-governmental 

relations. Non-governmental organisations impact all activities, whereas only private behaviour is affected by 

governmental organisations. The finding that public conduct such as protests is promoted by only non-governmental 

organisations corroborates findings obtained in the field of human rights movements. Similar to human rights, NGOs 

are more likely to advocate new environmental conservation issues and promote public understanding and actions. 

Emphasizing global variables does not detract from the fact that the most prevalent component in our models is 

political incentive structures. Even quite crude metrics such as the degree of democratization have an effect on both 

practices at the international level and corroborate Tilly's outline that social movements and democratization are closely 

linked. Jepperson and Meyer's classification of the state-society relationship and the use of two separate behaviours 

allow additional insights in this regard. A person is supposed to have a strong public agency in a liberal political system 

such as the US. Our results indicate that in liberal states, public conduct is much more prevalent than in corporatist 

politics. The distinctions between corporatist and liberal states diminish when it comes to private conduct. Apparently, 

the demands of a public body do not translate directly into private agencies. In corporatist states, shifts in private 

behaviour are more likely; indeed, it is the most frequent in such a configuration, given our findings. Therefore, a 

paternalistic government like Austria and Germany can shape private behaviour, but it dampens public behaviour. 
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